Report 1

- Prepare a short report on *material selection* for shaft manufacturing. Talk briefly about *heat treatment processes* that may be considered.
- Length: should not exceed 5-7 pages (without cover).
- Deadline: extended to Monday, April 11, 2011.
- How to submit:
  - Send attachment to mosaadaly2000@yahoo.com

You should give a title to the email as your student number followed by your name, i.e.

**Student number, Name Surname**

Students are encouraged to work in groups (with a maximum of five people). In this case, please put your numbers and names on the *cover page*. Just send one attachment by the name of one person in the group and write your numbers and names as a text message. You will receive an email from us as a confirmation.

- Print out: not recommended
- You will be informed later to stop by for discussion.